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Abstract
The paper deals with the idea of the need for the dictionaries of stable units in
each of the Slavic language. The register of the lexicographical works must include
the word equivalents, phraseological units terminological units. For a new type of
the dictionary the principles its arrangement are established. It is proved that such
work will open new horizons for the further theoretical observations on the prop-
erties of the language system as well as its practical mastering. The dictionaries of
the stable units will be of particular importance to the field of Slavic translation.
Keywords: the dictionary of the stable units; stable unit; lexicography; trans-
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The program “Ukrainian lexicographical systems” which is a complex scientific
theme of the Ukrainian language and Information Fund, NAS of Ukraine, where the
algorithmic processing of lexicographical heritage is performed, largely contributed
to the lexicographical researches of the Ukrainian linguists during the past two
decades. It is worth recalling that the idea of automated dictionaries compiling
was expressed by M. M. Peschak (See Peshchak, 1967) in the early 90’s, one of the
founders of the series “Dictionaries of Ukraine” was the director of the Ukrainian
language and Information Fund, a member of the NAS of Ukraine, V. A. Shyrokov.
Today, by the M. M. Peschak initiative, such important works as the two-volume
“Pronouncing dictionary of the Ukrainian language” (2001, 2003), “Spelling dictio-
nary of the Ukrainian language” (1994, 1999, 2002 . . . 2010), the electronic publica-
tion “Dictionaries of Ukraine: an integrated lexicographical system. The paradigm.
The transcription. The phraseology. The synonymy. The antonymy” (2001–2010),
“Dictionary of Synonyms of the Ukrainian Language”(2001) and many other works
were published, among which, obviously, the most important is edited in 2010: the
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first volume of the planned 20 of the “Dictionary of the Ukrainian language”, this
year already the 4th volume of the lexicographical work saw the world.
Observing the rapid development of the Ukrainian lexicography, we may note
that the translational aspect of the sphere is still on the scientific activity field
periphery, and is mostly limited to the conclusion of the Ukrainian-Russian or
Russian-Ukrainian dictionaries, through which we quite often get to know cer-
tain properties of different languages. The author of this article had published
the “Russian-Ukrainian and Ukrainian-Russian dictionary of the word equivalents”
(2003, 2004) in the series “Dictionaries of Ukraine” under the edition of M. Peschak.
Our author team, which consisted of A. Luchyk, O. Antonova. and J. Dubrovsky,
with the Department of the Slavic Studies of the Polish Academy of Sciences sup-
port, including V. Koseska-Tosheva and A. Kisel scientific editing has compiled
and published the “Ukrainian-Polish dictionary of the word equivalents” (2011)
and the “Polish-Ukrainian dictionary of the word equivalents” (2013). However,
we consider, there is the need in compiling, among other types, the translation
dictionaries of word equivalents of Slavonic character at least, for example the
Ukrainian-Belarusian, Ukrainian-Czech dictionaries, etc.
Moreover, separately registered units, that due to their existence as well as their
semantic content unity can be characterized as a word, in our terms word equiva-
lents, are recorded in distantly related languages. In particular, the study carried
out by O. Posobchuk on the prepositional equivalents example, states that these
units are approximately equally common in Ukrainian, German and Spanish. The
researcher ascertains: “The results of the study demonstrates that the prepositional
word equivalents are not specific phenomenon characteristic to only one language
or group of languages. These units are recorded in three languages belonging to
different groups of Indo-European language family. In particular, in the Ukrainian
language 152 prepositional WE are found, in German — 159 units, and in Spanish
— 152” (Posobchuk, 2014).
The failure to determine in lexicographical practice the register words status to
the separately registered structures that come into close paradigmatic-syntagmatic
relations with other members of lexical and grammatical systems, and are their
essential components, as we believe, is due to the lexicographic traditions as well as
the scientific views state regarding the language system dynamic processes. Made
by previous generations classification features element analysis, prompting most
comprehensive studies the units’ determination with full coverage of the classifi-
cation criteria, presented modern language system statistics. We believe that the
reflection of the language creative process is just a circle of those items that remain
outside classification schemes, which are now defined as a linguistic system tran-
sient phenomenon; in particular, these are the words and equivalents. Detection of
such structures, their parametrisation, formation determination, atypical features
acquisition conditioning, ultimately, modeling their expression form and internal
organization, on the one hand, will promote the knowledge of the language system
development trends, and on the other — will make the necessary changes in the
lexicographic practice.
A new way to the creative processes of knowledge in synchronous cut opens,
after systemizing, including each of the Slavic languages, grammatical and lexi-
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cal material. Transitional linguistic phenomena, to name which scientists created
special terminology — grammatical transformation, transposition, grammaticaliza-
tion, desemantization, decategorization, conversion and so on, that are established
and partially described by linguists can now be systematically and comprehensively
presented in the form of the processes grammar, which should be created not con-
trary to the existing but as its logical extension. Thus, the paradigm of scientific
research of the analysis of certain linguistic phenomena can be successfully trans-
formed into their synthesis in particular refers to the phenomenon of transition
in the language system, which undoubtedly will lead to the lexicographical works
structural organization changes.
Of course, above all, the society has the needs in the basic lexicographical works
translation, such as a idiomatic dictionary translated version into other Slavic lan-
guages and, conversely, reverse versions of such works’ type, not to mention the
translation into other world languages, including father related languages or unre-
lated languages. Almost all the Slavic languages have monolingual phraseological
dictionaries. Today we have the historical and etymological dictionaries, including
Russian phraseology, edited by V. M. Mokienko (Birikh, Mokienko, & Stepanova,
2007). Although in each of the Slavic languages phraseological dictionaries are com-
piled according to their own principles, significant differences are observed even in
the definition of the term phraseological unit, thus we can say that there is a clear
base for the translation lexicography existence. If to consider the submission of
the stable units in a particular language, they are fully represented in the basic
explanatory dictionaries of a certain language.
In the Slavic lexicography all stable combinations in the dictionary are tra-
ditionally introduced by the ♦ sign in the dictionary entry with a register word
which is a part of a phraseologized unit as its main semantic center. In the lin-
guistic perspective such an approach is justified. However, based on user needs,
such dictionary organization of the material is quite inconvenient. This is due to
several reasons. Firstly, the dictionary entry in this case can be quite voluminous,
and in order to find a particular fixed combination, a lot of time is required. An
example of this can be dictionary entries with register somatic units that since the
Indo-European unity preserved lexical correspondents in the maximum number of
languages, dialects and variants, among which the most genetic relationships reveal
somatic units a foot, a hand as well as the others (See Luchyk, 2012a–b).
Thus, the register unit нога under the symbol♦ in «Словнику української мо-
ви» (further — СУМ) comprises more than 100 stable word-combinations (СУМ,
1974, pp. 437–439), dictionary entry with the register unit рука — more than 250
(СУМ, 1977, pp. 899–905); «Uniwersalny słownik języka polskiego PWN» (further
— USJP) also includes more than 200 phraseological units after the word ręka
(USJP, 2008b, pp. 948–951), 100 — after the word noga (USJP, 2008a, pp. 1011–
1013.), and «Словарь русского языка» (further — СРЯ) with the register unit
рука — 130 ( СРЯ, 1986, p. 506), нога — more than 60 stable word-combinations
( СРЯ, 1987, pp. 737–738). The positioning of the latest in these lexicographical
sources, on the one hand, is done not in the alphabetical order, and the other —
the grate number of them is accompanied by links to other dictionary entries. For
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example in СУМ we can find the following links: Валитися з нiг див. валити-
ся; Бути гирею на нозi див. гиря; in USPJ — Kula u nogi zob. Kula w zn.
2; Dać nogę zob. Dać w zn. 12b. The similar material arrangement is observed in
СРЯ — В ногах правды нет см. правда; Земля горит под ногами у кого
см. гореть. It is obvious that under the necessity of the units properties clarifing
such way of the material arrangement complicates the search to the user.
The compilers of the new “Dictionary of the Ukrainian language” (Словника
української мови) in 20 volumes do it in the other way. In the preface to the
dictionary concerning separately registered units, that are called phrases, is stated
that in СУМ-20 the stable phraseological units’ zone that are following the word
lexical meanings characteristics is allocated. The first group— stable phraseological
units that are stable in its lexical combination, which consist mostly of words with
their own meanings and are indivisible units in the communication process which
may have a small desemantization of one component. The example of such phrases
are considered to be груба їжа (word for word coarse food) — the simple, difficult
for the digestion food; за алфавiтом (word for word in alphabetical order) — in
the alphabetical order of a certain language.
The second group consists of the word equivalents — a kind of periphrastic
phrase units, equivalent to words that are integral stable reproduced units, which
are equal to the lexical and grammatical classes of words (parts of speech) and
with have the inherent lexical meaning without the components desemantization
(завдяки тому, що; з того часу, як etc.).
The third group is formed by the terminological phrase units related to dif-
ferent fields of knowledge and that are the relevant terminological systems part
(анафiлактичний шок, ератичнi валуни etc.).
A fourth group of phrases are the phraseological units — stable as to the com-
position and structure, indivisible lexical phraseological units that express specific
integral phraseological meaning which is not its components meanings’ sum, and
occurs on the reinterpretation basis mainly due metaphorical and analogical pro-
cesses (високо нестися, пiдводне камiння etc.) (СУМ-20, 2010, pp. 24–25).
Such material arrangement, in our opinion, does not reduce the ways of finding
a unit in the dictionary. Moreover, in this case, the requirements for the user’s lan-
guage grounding increase. In addition to the base knowledge of the arrangement of
the main word in the phrase, the user must have an idea about the phrases’ types:
stable phraseological units, words’ equivalents, terminological units or phraseolog-
ical units themselves. Unfortunately, we can state that not even every linguist has
this knowledge. Particular difficulties regarding separately registered units arise
in translation, when there is the necessity, to translate a particular stable com-
pound one has to consult the lexicographical work for several times, and it does
not necessarily contribute to a positive outcome.
So, as we see it, there is an urgent need for the comprehensive lexicographical
work of another type, the register of which would include separately registered units
of all types, above all, this may be the ones that are distributed in СУМ-20 among
the four zones of stable units that is stable phraseological units, word equivalents,
terminological units and phraseological units themselves. It is worth recalling that
in the middle of the last century the famous Spanish linguist J. Casares had similar
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intentions. Having examined the stable expressions, properties, that are determined
as sets of two or more words with constant component order and their semantic
unity and that are characterized by uncertainty of association with a specific lan-
guage levels, he emphasized: “In order to carry out a research, it is necessary to
write a grammar of stable expressions” (Kasares, 1958). Although, unfortunately,
today, this grammar is not created, but the lexicographical practice has all the
prerequisites for the comprehensive dictionary of the stable phraseological units
compiling, as the base of which will serve the interpretative, phraseological, ter-
minological dictionaries of the word equivalents, and possibly in the future the
dictionaries of sayings.
In the process of the Dictionary of the stable units of the Ukrainian language
compiling it is necessary to take into account equally the inherent to all these
structures peculiarities that is the separately registered units reproducibility and
meaning stability, and those features that are mainly characteristic of one type of
the stable expressions. Thus, only the word equivalents are characterized by be-
longing to the lexical and grammatical classes with the correspondent grammatical
categories and syntactic relations. Their grammatical structure should be reflected
in the left side of the dictionary, for example без кiнця the adverb analog (ана-
лог прислiвника); з приводу того, що the conjunction (сполучник). Other
principles of the Dictionary of stable phrases compiling are predetermined by on
the one hand, the Slavic lexicographical tradition, on the other — the properties
of the stable phrases that do not have a comprehensive systemic lexicographical
description.
The lexical variation among all the stable units, is especially characteristic of
phraseological units. According to the Ukrainian lexicographic tradition divergent
elements of the register unit are situated in parentheses, that can be used in the
dictionary: хоч вовкiв (собак, псiв) гони (ганяй). Such material arrange-
ment may be appropriate for the grammatical and phonetic fixing, that is related to
the detailed pronunciation of a component or combination motivated by the desire
to give the speech flow euphony, variants, that are mostly recorded in the word
equivalents: iнший раз (iншим разом), в (у) пiдсумку. Accent variants of
a register part should be separated from each other by a semicolon: в (у) гo´стях;
в (у) гостя´х. The phraseological units’ variants that differ by the initial com-
ponent may be situated in one dictionary entry if the component does not bring
in significant semantic changes. These units are also separated from each other by
a semicolon: горить (кипить) у руках (пiд руками); аж горить (кипить)
у руках (пiд руками). As to the alphabetical order of the register units the vari-
ant is given with the reference to the source register unit: аж горить (кипить)
у руках (пiд руками). див. горить (кипить) у руках (пiд руками); аж
горить (кипить) у руках (пiд руками).
As a part of stable units optional structure components are fixed. They, are
similarly to the punctuation variants submitted in broken brackets: з (вiд) голови
<аж> до нiг (до п’ят); в (у) <тому> разi<,> якщо.
Being the register units all kinds of combinations as well as their orthoepic,
morphological and punctuation variants should be located in the alphabetical order,
which will certainly make it easier to find a particular unit as to the user who works
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with the material of one language system, and to those who are interested in the
problem of translator referral.
Stylistic stratification, the scope of all stable expressions types’ operation are
quite different, so this property should be reflected in the dictionary. So, after the
register unit at the left side, in addition to grammatical, if it exists, the remark,
indicating stylistic, emotional, historical, branch feature of this phrase will be given:
тим-то й ба; та тим-то й ба вигук, розм.; тепла компанiя iрон.; тим<,>
що сполучник, застар.; абсолютний слух муз.
To each register unit the semantic characteristics in the form of interpretation
is added. The interpretation of register units will initiate the right part of the
dictionary entry, its place after the grammatical and stylistic marks, if they occur,
as well as the the register unit: абсолютна iстина фiлос.Об’єктивна реальнiсть,
що пiзнається через ряд вiдносних iстин.
As a significant part of stable expressions is not yet in its final status formation,
the examples of the use of the register units in speech will contribute to their
semantic properties disclosing. The illustrations based on journalistic texts and
quotations from fiction works placed after the following dictionary explanatory
entry will contribute to the knowledge of the register unit peculiarities, including
its association with a particular lexico-grammatical word class:
на рiвнi1 аналог прийменника. Вказує на те, у повнiй вiдповiдностi до чого
вiдбувається дiя. Фермерськi господарства розвиваються на рiвнi вимог часу.
на рiвнi2 у ролi присудка. Задовольняє найсуворiшi вимоги. Його доповiдь була
цiлком на рiвнi.
If a register unit has two or more meanings, the phrases are given after each of
them:
на днях прислiвник 1. Незабаром. — Я прийду до тебе на днях ; 2. У най-
ближчий з минулих днiв, декiлька днiв тому. На днях була громовиця.
At the end of the dictionary entry the quotations from other fiction works and
the XIX–XIX centuries authors works guided by their names or pen names will be
given:
альма матер (рiдше мати). Шаноблива назва навчального закладу (перев.
унiверситету) для випускникiв або тих, хто в ньому навчається. Сонце встає
над школою — альма матер моїх друзiв.
— Сьогоднi я торкнувся рукою моєї вiрної «альма матер». Вона надiйна й
несхитна, мудра i всезнаюча, як сама земля, як саме життя. — Це ти про
кого? Про унiверситет. Ю. Бедзик.
As an illustration of the stable phraseological units in the Dictionary of the
Ukrainian language the following fragment is given:
БЕЗМI´РИ аналог прислiвника. Дуже; у великiй кiлькостi; пiдкреслює велику
кiлькiсть ознаки. — Я без мiри щасливий.
I тiльки що човни уздрiли (арпадяни), То всi злякалися без мiри, Один к
троянцям пiдступив. I. Котляревський.
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БЕЗНАДl´ЙНИЙ ДУРЕНЬ. див. НАБИТИЙ (БИТИЙ, НЕПОПРАВ-
НИЙ, ЗАПЛIШЕНИЙ) ДУРЕНЬ
БЕЗУМОВНИЙ РЕФЛЕКС фiзл. Вроджений рефлекс, на вiдмiну вiд умов-
ного, набутого. Безумовний рефлекс виникає переважно пiд впливом конта-
ктного подразнення.
Безумовний рефлекс — це спадково закрiплена форма реагування на бiологiчно
значущi дiї зовнiшнього свiту. З наук. лiт-ри. Безумовнi рефлекси створю-
валися протягом тривалого перiоду розвитку даного виду тварин. З наук.
лiт-ри.
БЕЗ УПИ´НУ (ВПИ´НУ, СПИ´НУ) прислiвник. Не зупиняючись, не стри-
муючи себе вiд будь-яких дiй, безперервно; так, що не можна зупинити. Дощ
хлюпав без упину.
В далекому Сан-Ремо на березi Середземного моря спалахи хвиль у мiсячну
нiч викликають у неї асоцiацiї з озброєною народною силою, що без упину йде
на приступ твердинь тиранiї. Л. Українка.
Comprehending that the Stable Units Dictionary compilation requires a lot of
efforts from the experienced lexicographers team, we note that in the modern lexi-
cography all necessary conditions for its existence are created. The publication of
this important work will open the new horizons for the further theoretical obser-
vations on the language system properties as well as its practical mastering. The
mentioned work is considered to be important in the field of translation, including
Slavic, general and comparative linguistics.
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